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The proliferation of Large Language Models (LLMs) presents both a critical design challenge and a remarkable
opportunity for the field of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI).While the direct deployment of LLMs on interactive
robots may be unsuitable for reasons of ethics, safety, and control, LLMsmight nevertheless provide a promising
baseline technique for many elements of HRI. Specifically, in this position paper, we argue for the use of
LLMs as Scarecrows: ‘brainless,’ straw-man black-box modules integrated into robot architectures for the
purpose of quickly enabling full-pipeline solutions, much like the use of “Wizard of Oz” (WoZ) and other
human-in-the-loop approaches. We explicitly acknowledge that these Scarecrows, rather than providing a
satisfying or scientifically complete solution, incorporate a form of the wisdom of the crowd, and, in at least
some cases, will ultimately need to be replaced or supplemented by a robust and theoretically motivated
solution. We provide examples of how Scarecrows could be used in language-capable robot architectures as
useful placeholders, and suggest initial reporting guidelines for authors, mirroring existing guidelines for the
use and reporting of WoZ techniques.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization → Robotics; • Human-centered computing →
Natural language interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human-robot interaction, as a field, focuses on interactive, embodied agents that engage in back-
and-forth exchanges with humans. One such form of interaction is language, which is fundamental
to human communication, and a growing subfield of human-robot interaction involves language-
capable robots. It is in this context that large language models have appeared, and it is natural
that researchers in HRI have already begun to try to leverage those models to accomplish a
variety of tasks, including modeling humans [3, 66], planning tasks based on language requests [4],
commonsense reasoning [35], and parsing to LTL specifications [34, 44]. These uses are not limited
to natural language dialog, but extend to a variety of capabilities, especially for models capable of
taking in both linguistic and non-linguistic inputs [21].

Large pre-trained language models such as GPT address certain longstanding challenges in arti-
ficial intelligence—sentiment analysis, text generation, automatic program writing—in an exciting
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new way, and their fluency demonstrates the power of tackling those problems using nothing but a
summarized model of extremely large corpora of text. But at the same time, they expose how many
problems remain whose solutions need more than just models of word occurrences. These models
are powerful, convincing, and impressive; but they are also flawed, hallucinatory, and incomplete.
Given that these technologies are already becoming part of the landscape of problem-solving tools,
it is worthwhile to consider both what they can do and where they fall short in the context of HRI.

Here, we consider the use of LLMs as components of a human-interactive systems. Large language
models, or LLMs, allow HRI researchers to build novel capabilities into their systems, either as a
deliberate choice to take advantage of the new capabilities they offer, or as a quick prototyping
mechanism. In this work we highlight the parallels between the uses of LLMs as prototyping
mechanisms and the widespread use of Wizard-of-Oz in the design and study of interactive robots.
Although LLMs are opaque [10], inconsistent [22], and inappropriate for replication [49], the same
criticisms often apply to humans, yet this has not prevented the use of human-driven solutions
during HRI design processes, during which humans may serve as oracles, data sources, expert
demonstrators, and, most analogously, “wizards” who control robots and provide inputs during
experiments as a stand-in for not-yet-implemented or not-yet-perfected capabilities [32, 48].
Many HRI researchers employ humans as Wizards because doing so enables the science that

they care about and abstracts away irrelevant, impossible, or out-of-focus problems—the same
high-level goals that LLMs offer. In keeping with the Wizard of Oz metaphor, when LLMs and other
large pre-trained models are used as temporary stand-ins for more principled implementations of
components, we refer to them as Scarecrows1—‘brainless’, straw-man, black-box modules integrated
into robot architectures for the purpose of enabling full-pipeline solutions. While the use of such
Scarecrows is not without perils, the potential uses and rewards they offer have the potential to
outweigh their concerns. In this article, we explore some of these high-level opportunities, discuss
some of the risks that should be considered by researchers using LLMs, and recommend some
reporting guidelines intended to support the principled use of large pre-trained models in HRI.

2 SOME OPPORTUNITIES OF LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS IN HRI
Although attempting to directly put ChatGPT on a robot as a human-interaction system may be a
recipe for disaster (see Sec. 3), researchers have recently demonstrated that LLMs may have other
uses in robotics that do not require direct dialog with humans. An example of this is recent work at
Microsoft Research [58], which demonstrated the use of LLMs not to achieve end-to-end dialogue,
but rather to help facilitate narrower tasks within a robot architecture such as the translation of
natural language instructions to robot control code in a high-level function library.

Out of the box, pre-trained LLMs offer end-to-end capabilities for general language-based tasks;
however, these models can be fine-tuned (e.g., using zero-shot [27] or few-shot learning [38]) to
accomplish specific tasks, behaviors, or capabilities within a software architecture. In general, the
process of building one of these fine-tuned models reduces the requirements of data, compute power,
time, money, and overall workload of researchers in developing new computational capabilities,
enabling them to focus instead on the software components that are most relevant to their research
and to quickly scale up their existing software infrastructure. Below, we discuss the application
and potential value of these models in HRI.

In the context of experimental HRI research, we refer to such fine-tuned LLMs as “Scarecrows”.
This metaphor extends that ofWizard of Oz (WoZ) [32, 48], which is readily employed by researchers
in HRI experiments. For example, if an experiment requires Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),

1For those unfamiliar, the Scarecrow is a character from the children’s novel, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz [9]. In the story,
the Scarecrow character is a literal straw-man who lacks a brain and seeks the powerful Wizard of Oz to grant him one.
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but ASR is not the focus of the experiment, is not the expertise of the researcher, or is otherwise
impractical, then HRI researchers often “Wizard” the ASR component, temporarily replacing it
with a human-in-the-loop who provides transcribed speech to the robot software architecture. In
other cases, placeholder robot behaviors might be naively implemented or neglected entirely; for
example, it is common for robot eye gaze controllers to naively stare at tracked faces and/or avert
to random locations, and for robot proxemic behaviors to be relegated to stationary interactions,
unreactive to human locations and actions, despite studies showing their impact on teamwork
and interactive learning [11, 12, 30, 37, 41, 42]. Neither these Wizard behaviors nor short-term
placeholder behaviors are defensible as deployable “engineering” solutions, yet they are reasonably
employed in experiments to enable researchers to investigate their phenomena of interest.

In a similar way (and with sufficient forethought), we propose that Scarecrows can be used as
temporary stand-ins when the implementation of more rigorous models is infeasible given the
resources available, enabling HRI science to progress in the face of understandably deprioritized
problems. In these use cases, an LLM used as a Scarecrow might quickly offer comparable or better
performance than a weaker placeholder or Wizard. Conversely, we also propose non-Scarecrow
use cases in which LLMs are employed as sound or rigorous engineering solutions; for example, if
an LLM-based parser were known to be the best semantic parser currently available in the research
literature, and met all needs of importance to the researcher, it would not be considered a Scarecrow.
Given the complexity of HRI, we anticipate that many Scarecrows could exist within a single

HRI software architecture. This would be similar to an architecture with multiple placeholder
robot behaviors and possibly Wizard behaviors. Additionally, the use of Scarecrows affords more
complex combinations of robot behaviors, including those that would be challenging within a WoZ
methodology; for example, multiple Scarecrows could be employed in software pipelines in which
multiple Wizards might be desirable but impractical, and could even be used in conjunction with a
Wizard. A multi-Scarecrow architecture would follow recent trends in LLMs (e.g., [26, 47, 55, 63]).

As a practical example, Fig. 1 shows a typical configuration of the Distributed Integrated Affect
Reflection Cognition (DIARC) Robot Cognitive Architecture [52, 54], which has been used in
a large number of papers published at the HRI conference [13–16, 40, 43, 50, 53, 56, 59–61, 65].
Most research using DIARC focuses on high-level cognitive processes at the language-memory
boundary (reference resolution and generation, intent inference and generation, dialogue, and goal
management). However, to make practical use of the architecture, a new researcher must configure
the system to be able to transform incoming text into logical representations and vice versa: a
hurdle that is overly reliant on hard-coded rules, and which presents a substantial challenge to new
researchers—especially undergraduate researchers, who are loathe to learn complex formalisms like
Combinatory Categorial Grammars [57] when their intended research project focuses on emotion,
moral reasoning, or other capabilities far downstream in the architecture. Fig. 1 summarizes these
current requirements for Text Parsing and Text Realization, and gives examples of effective prompts
that, when delivered to ChatGPT [58], produce the desired response for sample test cases.
The use of Scarecrows has the potential to allow HRI researchers to quickly build capabilities

into their architectures that may not be the focus of the immediate research, and which are either
“good enough” for their intended purpose or which can be replaced later with more principled
solutions. However, using LLMs in HRI is not without risks. Understanding the ways that LLMs and
other large pre-trained models might be used as Scarecrows also makes clear some of the potential
problems of their use within robotics applications. We discuss these risks in the next section.

3 SOME PERILS OF LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS IN HRI
Robotics researchers consistently underestimate the challenge of working with natural language
as an interaction modality, and may face a rude awakening when they realize that they cannot
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Fig. 1. Example use of LLMs as Scarecrows for HRI research. This diagram depicts a configuration of the
DIARC robot architecture used in previous work [54] (further described in Section 2), and two case studies of
how LLM Scarecrows might be used within that architecture [54]. For each Case Study (red), the reader should
note both (a) the complexity and inscrutability of the Current Requirements (green), and (b) the simplicity
and legibility of the Effective Prompt (blue).
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simply add an Automatic Speech Recognition system to their robot and quickly enable natural
dialogue-based interactions. The introduction of Large Language Models may present the opposite
problem. By integrating a Large Language Model into a robot architecture, a researcher could
indeed quickly enable natural-sounding dialogue-based interactions. But the simplicity of such
integration obscures the ways that the resulting solution will fail to meet the practical and ethical
standards of human-robot interaction, and obscures how far such an integration might be from
an actually deployable solution. In this section, we summarize some of the concerns that HRI
researchers need to carefully consider before pursuing LLM-based solutions. In particular, we argue
that while the use of LLMs as Scarecrows presents a promising opportunity for HRI researchers,
such use may elicit some of the well-known risks regarding LLMs—depending on both the manner
and scope of the linguistic capabilities replaced in this way.

The most well-known problems with end-to-end LLMs result from their lack of trustworthiness.
LLMs regularly generate text that is plainly false, and “hallucinate” declarative knowledge that
is phrased in a way that is confident and assertive yet bears no grounding to reality. Moreover,
notwithstanding the “guard rails” set in place in some such models, they regularly generate text
that is either overtly norm-violating or that exhibits encoding of racist or sexist stereotypes [25]
and biases. In some recent studies, LLMs have been found to inadvertently produce toxic utterances
depending on the prompt [20]. The generation of counterfactual or immoral text by these models
is not clearly solvable, as by their design these models are simply not designed for accuracy
or normative adherence. As we have discussed in previous work [62], these models operate by
“bullshitting” (in the sense described by Frankfurt [24]): speaking without regards for the truth of
what is said, to convince the listener of some attribute (deservingness of reward due to predictive
accuracy). This stands in stark contrast to much of the work on human-robot dialogue, which is
intentional and goal-directed.

The sacrifice of accuracy, morality, and intentionality in service of fluency stands in stark contrast
to the needs of virtually all applications requiring Natural Language Generation (NLG). As NLG
pioneer Ehud Reiter argues, “authors [of Deep Learning-based NLG papers] are fixated on... fluency,
but regard factual accuracy as unimportant. This is a bizarre perspective because one thing that 30
years of NLG research has taught me is that readers of NLG texts care hugely about accuracy, and
indeed prefer accurate-but-poorly-written texts over inaccurate-but-fluent texts” [46]. For robotics,
however, this lack of accuracy, morality, and intentionality is particularly fraught. As a wealth of
HRI research has demonstrated, robots wield substantial persuasive power [5, 64]. Social robots
in general pose risks of manipulating people [33, 51], but language-capable robots in particular
have unique potential for moral influence [28], perhaps due to robots’ perceived mental states [31]
and perceived competence [36], the social and moral judgements this evokes [6], and the resulting
downstream attributions of moral and social agency to robots [23, 29].
This persuasive power is also particularly fraught for language-capable robots because of the

human tendency to ascribe identity characteristics to anthropomorphic robots, whether that
anthropomorphism stems from human-like morphology [2, 8, 45] or from language capability [1, 7].
If robot speech is grounded in models like Generative Pre-trained Transformers (GPTs), which
are trained to represent the language patterns found on the internet, the ultimate result will be
the white male default voice of the internet becoming the voice of robotics. This would not only
exacerbate the “whiteness of AI” [17], but moreover when combined with robots’ persuasive power,
would turn robots into a tool for reinforcing white male hegemonic power.

The white male monoculture of Large Language Models also contrasts with positive trends in
the HRI literature surrounding increased attention to identity and culture during robot design, and
surrounding the use of techniques like Participatory Design. The HRI community is increasingly
embracing an approach to research, engineering, and design grounded in attending to a community’s
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needs and working to address those needs through practices like co-design and by leveraging the
rich collection of design guidelines presented in the HRI literature. The sacrifice of the intentionality
of not only robots but also their designers, through an abdication of the patterns of human-robot
dialogue to “however text looks on the internet,” would seem to stand in complete opposition to
these community trends.
Finally, LLMs present significant challenges from a scientific perspective. Given the black box

nature of LLMs (especially for those behind the digital walls of companies like OpenAI), there is no
way of telling exactly what serves as the foundation for HRI research building on such models. The
black box nature of LLMs is especially concerning when considering the inconsistency of these
models, both within models (as multiple model runs can lead to wildly different outcomes) and
between models (as model performance can differ in opaque ways between model versions).
These critiques help us to understand where and when the use of LLMs in robotics might be

most worrisome: in contexts where biases and stereotypes risk bleeding into robot speech, where
problematic inaccuracies may be introduced, and where explainability is needed. These risks are
obviously not equally distributed throughout a robot architecture. Instead they are differently
likely to manifest during the process of translation from speech to utterance representation; during
dialogue modeling; during norm violation response; and during sentence realization.
This uneven distribution of risks highlights the need for HRI researchers using LLMs as Scare-

crows to transparently document where, how, and why they are using them. To consider how HRI
researchers might best report on their use of Scarecrows, we suggest inspiration be taken from
reporting guidelines that have been developed in our community for experimental researchers’ use
of Wizard of Oz techniques during disparate parts of their architectures. Specifically, the community
has developed standards and practices for understanding when and how to appropriately employ
WoZ and how to report the use of WoZ in publications [48]. Drawing parallels to that work, we
argue that the field is in need of a similar set of criteria for considering when it is appropriate
to use Scarecrows, and guidelines for explaining this rationale, the means of deployment, and
the anticipated risks of their use, even if that use is intended to be short term. We discuss these
guidelines in the next section.

4 SOME USAGE AND REPORTING GUIDELINES FOR LANGUAGE MODELS IN HRI
Careful reporting guidelines are critical when using LLMs for several reasons. First, as described
in Section 3, the advantages of LLMs come at the cost of a number of ethical risks which, if
unmitigated, could have serious impacts on the humans with whom robots are interacting, or even
on society at large. Our community must be careful to characterize, discuss, and mitigate these
effects. Second, the inconsistent and stochastic performance of LLMs may conflict with the HRI
community’s values regarding replicability and reproducibility. Reporting precisely which models
were used and how, and the ways this may have impacted robot behavior within and between
experiments, may help to head off these concerns. Finally, some researchers have raised questions as
to whether the use of LLMs in scientific practice constitutes academic misconduct, due to the view
that these models may operate via plagiarism; while these concerns have largely been raised in the
context of LLM-driven generation of papers and code [18, 19], HRI researchers should nevertheless
be maximally transparent about their use of LLMs in order to head off similar concerns. In this
section, we explore some of the considerations that researchers may wish to report on when using
Scarecrows in their HRI research. Here, we suggest an initial sample of possible guidelines to seed
a discussion in the HRI community of more rigorous and comprehensive reporting goals. These
recommendations are deliberately high level because this is a rapidly evolving research space.
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Consideration 1: Model specification. The text generated by LLMs differs extensively based not
only on the LLM used, but also based on the specific version of the LLM and the way it was used.
As such, HRI researchers using LLMs should consider reporting data necessary to most effectively
reproduce their results. This would include not only which LLM was used, but also what version of
the model and, if available, the snapshot of the weights. More broadly, it also requires including
information about how the model was initialized and what kinds of prompts were used, as well as
whether it was fine-tuned and how. To be clear, this level of reporting is not standard practice in
the machine learning community, yet it may be necessary for scientific replicability. At the design
level, it is also worth reporting on why these specific decisions were made and whether there is a
model card (e.g., [39]) or similar reporting mechanism that can be used.

Consideration 2: Motivation for using LLMs. When using LLMs as Scarecrows, it should be obvious
how and why LLMs were used (regardless of the details of the specific LLM used). As such, HRI
researchers using LLMs should consider reporting their answers to the following questions: what
capabilities were replaced by Scarecrows, and why were LLMs used rather than fully implementing
the capability? The use of LLMs, as opposed to other (possibly less complex) baselines should be
justified, and the way in which the use of LLMs changes robot behavior (positively or negatively)
as compared to the use of a baseline policy or full implementation should be discussed.

Consideration 3: Ethical concerns and their mitigation. The use of LLMs has not only practical
implications for effective robot deployment, but also potential ethical risks, as described in Section 3.
For each use of LLMs within their robot architecture, researchers should be specific about the
extent to which the types of risks we have described do or do not manifest for that particular use.
For example, the potential to generate hate-speech may be substantial when LLMs are used to
generate free-form text based directly on user utterances, but minimal or non-existent when LLMs
are used to parse task descriptions into Linear Temporal Logic. For risks that do present themselves,
researchers should make reasonable effort to explain how those risks were mitigated, and whether
the use of LLMs and their known risks were reported to IRBs when obtaining ethical approval for
any associated human-participant experiments.

Consideration 4: Path to deployment. Finally, it needs to be clear whether the use of LLMs is
intended as a short-term stand-in or a long-term solution. Depending on the answer to this question,
different information might be necessary for other researchers to weigh the merits of the proposed
approach. If LLMs are intended as a short-term stand-in (that is, if they are truly being used as
Scarecrows), researchers should do their best to explain what would be needed to replace the LLM
with an alternate long-term solution in their architecture, and the engineering and socio-technical
challenges that would need to be addressed to do so successfully. Alternatively, if an LLM is being
used not as a Scarecrow, but as a genuine long-term solution, researchers should be clear how their
use of the LLM would need to be validated in other work. Moreover, researchers should be clear
about the license and cost of using their selected LLMs, for example, in terms of money and energy,
including the estimated impact on the environment, if possible.

5 CONCLUSION
LLMs allow AI agents to demonstrate previously unseen capabilities, and researchers are only be-
ginning to explore the possibilities they offer. LLM can be added to human-interactive architectures
either as a mechanism for efficient prototyping—that is, as Scarecrows—or to add state-of-the-art
capabilities. In either case, researchers who make use of these models should bear in mind that they
produce factually untrustworthy language, lack any inbuilt concept of morality or intentionality,
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have the potential to be dangerously persuasive when combined with robots, and are fundamentally
neither transparent nor consistent.
Despite these risk factors, the idea of using LLMs as Scarecrows in larger HRI architectures is

both powerful and inevitable. Scarecrows have the potential to serve as stand-ins for people or for
complex system elements, allowing researchers to sidestep engineering questions and focus on the
aspects of a system they are actively studying, with the understanding that those components are to
be replaced with a more principled solution at a later time. They may also represent state-of-the-art
solutions for certain problems or sub-problems, despite their opacity and lack of replicable behavior.
LLMs are unexpectedly capable, but for that very reason, we need to deliberately consider when
and whether they are appropriate before plugging them into human-interactive architectures.
It would be dangerously reactionary to refuse to use tools that work well for their intended

purpose; however, there is also danger in using powerful tools thoughtlessly. The use of large
pre-trained models in HRI is in a relatively early stage, meaning that now is the time to think about
constraints and guidelines: how can we meaningfully take advantage of the capabilities enabled by
these models without losing replicability, transparency, and ethical design? Now—before the use of
these models becomes widespread—is the right time to consider these questions, balance benefits
and risks, and develop guidelines and standards as a community.
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